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E n v i r o n m E n t  a f t E r  n at u r E :  t i m E  f o r  
a  n E w  v i s i o n

James D. Proctor

Environmentalism is today more about protecting a supposed “thing”—the 
“environment”—than advancing the worldview articulated by Sierra Club 
founder John Muir, who nearly a century ago observed, “When we try to pick 
out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the Universe.”1

Introduction

Recently I left an enviable faculty position of thirteen years, sold my house 
on the ocean, and became director of an environmental studies program 
at a small liberal arts school in the U.S. Pacific Northwest. I say this, so 
that when I say what I will say next you will not ignore me as some rabid 
anti-environmentalist:

I am anti-environment. 
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At least in the sense that environment is generally understood today, a 
taken-for-granted notion underlying everything from environmentalism to 
“environmentology.”2 Somehow our notion of environment got wrapped 
up in our notion of nature, and with it came a whole host of conceptual 
binaries that effectively drive a wedge through any lasting resolution of 
environmental problems.

This is not a new argument; in fact, everything I cite to support my 
claim is someone else’s idea, not mine.3 What is surprising is that so lit-
tle of it has found its way into environmentalism. Thirtysomething years 
ago, around the time of the birth of the modern environmental movement, 
there was a great deal of low-hanging fruit to be picked, lots of obvious 
environmental problems that had pretty much been ignored up to then. 
Maybe this is why environmentalists didn’t want to spend too much time 
forging new conceptual tools: Nature was imperiled, in some cases people 
were imperiled as a result, and the imperative was action, not talk. Well, 
thirtysomething years later, it’s no revelation that there are environmen-
tal problems; we’ve all tasted the low-hanging varietals. And, sadly, it’s no 
secret that many have proven rather indigestible, while the higher-up fruit 
has been virtually impossible to reach, let alone digest. Maybe it’s time to 
rethink—to paraphrase Neil Evernden—what exactly is this environment 
we struggle so hard to save.4 

I offer no magic here: Environmental problems will not go away once 
we forge a new vision of environment. Indeed, when you start walking 
down this path you may feel more and more uncertain as to where we are 
going. I’ve learned that many environmentalists are impatient folks: climate 
change demands an immediate and lasting response, biodiversity is being 
lost at an alarming rate, more toxins are finding their nefarious way into 
pregnant women, more families in marginal countries are working more 
degraded lands, harvesting less and less each year. The imperative of deci-
sive and timely action is inarguable. And this, perhaps, is the very problem: 
We have been so busy talking about strategy, so deeply committed to pro-
claiming facts and prescribing action, that we’ve not taken the risk to think 
deeply. When we do, as I will suggest below, we may find that not only is 
our notion of environment in need of repair, but also our notions of the 
sources of authority upon which we often justify environmental concern, 
science and religion being the most prominent.
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If there is one thing I want to reclaim about environment, it is the vision 
of connectedness articulated—perhaps a bit expansively—in John Muir’s 
famous quote cited above. Connections matter empirically, morally, politi-
cally. The best of our knowledge of nature, of scientific inquiry, and of reli-
gious wisdom is the sense of connection they offer. The worst of environ-
ment in the contemporary sense is the binary disconnect it presumes by 
its very utterance. As such, environment echoes a recent usage of nature as 
a biophysical reality separate from culture—whether above or below us in 
beauty, intelligence, worth, or moral considerability.5 Even to say that we 
are connected to nature/environment itself presumes a disconnect. Would 
you ever need to argue that there is a connection between mother and child, 
lover and lover, predator and prey? No, because these are relational terms: 
A mother is a mother by virtue of mothering a child, a predator seeks prey, 
which avoids the predator. 

Recently, there has been a great deal of talk about whether or not there 
are connections between science and religion, but here, too, the very dis-
cussion presumes a disconnect—one enforced by the disconnection police, 
those who, for many good reasons, wish science to remain distinct from, 
say, creationism, or those who wish religion to be more than, say, an empir-
ical experiment. And the disconnect between science and religion is per-
fectly analogous to the disconnect between nature and culture, a concep-
tual gap that leaves us resorting to the unimaginative language of seeking 
some “balance” between environment and society. 

Connection is emphasized in other essays in this volume, though it 
may take different forms. The geographer David Livingstone’s attention to 
locating our visions of nature, science, and religion in space, and the his-
torian John Hedley Brooke’s focus on doing the same in time, suggest that 
concepts arise from the connections we engage in via our situated prac-
tice. Whether or not we emphasize connectedness, it is our located con-
nections that help explain what we emphasize in the first place. Connec-
tion is also emphasized by a wide array of fellow contributors struggling 
to define the wonderful yet convoluted relationship between science, reli-
gion, and nature, whether this involves delving into the inner lives of pri-
mates (Barbara King), the complex hybrids of genetic technology (Andrew 
Lustig), the imagination and practice of landscape in the Mediterranean 
(Martha Henderson), a new metaphysics of complexity (Robert Ulano-
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wicz), or the binding of facts and values into visions of nature as theolo-
gies (Willem Drees). What I wish to discuss here is how one prominent 
popular sense of nature as the biophysical world has fostered a disconnect 
in contemporary environmentalist thought and practice; thus, in restoring 
a sense of connection, environmentalists may well have to leave behind this 
treasured vision of nature.

To restore relationality, connection, to environment requires a new 
vision only insofar as it would entail listening to all the existing visions that 
entail relationality—this is not an entirely new vision! When we do this in 
a wholehearted way, we find that our other guiding landmarks, such as sci-
ence and religion, change, too. This is threatening to the very best of us. It 
sounds abstract, of little practical value. There are lots of good reasons to 
turn away. Now would be a good time. But if you can be patient for a little 
while, I can at least sketch a broad-brushstroke picture for you. 

The Environment, Defined

You would think that one easy way to resolve this semantic issue would 
simply be to go to a dictionary. What we find is that environment is a rela-
tively recent word, by no means as old as nature, so perhaps it is under-
standable that environment has increasingly been understood in terms of 
nature. But this was not always so. The Oxford English Dictionary6 traces 
environment back to the early seventeenth century, a mere four hundred 
years ago: At that incipient moment, and for the next two centuries, envi-
ronment was used in its etymologically direct sense as that which surrounds. 
Yet by the mid-nineteenth century a more specific sense had arisen, of envi-
ronment as consisting of those surroundings necessary to the development 
of moral character or biological life. This suggests a binary, stated explicitly 
in the Webster’s Dictionary7 second definition (the first being “that which 
surrounds”) as environment consisting of either (a) the biophysical factors 
that determine the life of an organism, or (b) the sociocultural conditions 
that influence human life. What we see already, going back to the mid-
nineteenth century, is a parsing out of environment into natural or cultural 
surroundings, both of which are significant but dissimilar enough to war-
rant distinction.

The third step in the evolution of our notion of environment is much 
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more recent, possibly dating back only several decades. To get at this most 
recent step, consider Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring,8 which to many marks 
the birth of the modern environmental movement. Carson begins her 
famous book with a brief fable, then immediately presents her notion of 
environment at the start of the second chapter: “The history of life on earth 
has been a history of interaction between living things and their surround-
ings. To a large extent, the physical form and the habits of the earth’s veg-
etation and its animal life have been molded by the environment” (p. 5). To 
Carson, the environment is our environment, our biophysical surroundings, 
to which we are connected. Silent Spring in many ways echoes Carson’s 1951 
best-selling The Sea Around Us in stressing connection.9

Fast-forward to the major environmental agencies today. As noted on 
its Website, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency aims to “protect 
human health and the environment,” working for “a cleaner, healthier envi-
ronment for the American people.” Is this not Carson’s very wish, born of 
the damage wrought by DDT to chicks and now spread to a thousand 
and one connections necessary to life and well-being? Or what of the UK 
Environment Agency, whose job it is to “look after your environment and 
make it a better place—for you, and for future generations”? Or what of 
the United Nations Environment Programme, whose motto is “Environ-
ment for Development”? These agencies have by no means turned their 
backs on the received notion of environment as a connection with our bio-
physical surroundings. 

But a closer look behind the rhetoric reveals a common set of compart-
ments into which the environment is divided: The European Environment 
Agency website features content on acidification, air quality, biodiversity 
change, chemicals, climate change, and so forth. Each of these compart-
ments is given due scientific and policy scrutiny. This attention to the envi-
ronment would have been lauded by Carson, but there is something that 
has been lost, too, in its bureaucratized management: the environment as 
connection. Now it is an object among other objects to be managed. Envi-
ronment is little different from roads, or the economy, or a disease out-
break. All of these are things, important to human well-being to be sure, 
but things nonetheless. 

What has happened? Environment started as a relation, a sense of con-
nection, then turned into a thing. First a generic expression of one’s sur-
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roundings, then either one’s connection to biophysical or sociocultural sur-
roundings (the two tacitly understood as distinct), then just the biophysical 
stuff constituting our surroundings: air, water, and so forth. Each of these 
three steps is related: from surroundings to biophysical (or, alternately, 
human) surroundings to simply biophysical reality—what many people 
would call nature. The result is a double disconnect: first, moving from envi-
ronment as surroundings to environment as a thing, and second, splitting 
environment into nature and culture sets of things along the way. 

This observation that the term environment has not simply dropped out 
of the sky in some immutable form has not been entirely lost on its com-
mentators. In his comprehensive history of the environmental sciences, for 
instance, Peter Bowler admits that this very category is a recent reconstruc-
tion of those physical and biological sciences that are relevant to under-
standing environmental problems. Yet he, too, conflates environment with 
Nature (his capitalization) in tracing its cultural history, thus failing to 
problematize the very process by which environment became understood 
as biophysical nature.10 

Yet I am not sure you will be convinced by the above, especially in 
how I have characterized the final chapter of this drama. After all, don’t 
we hear environmentalists often speak of our connection with nature in a 
Carsonesque way? What is fascinating about contemporary connection-
talk, however, is that it can lead in such differing directions: The environ-
mentalist asserts our connection with nature in order to bring the environ-
ment back as a dominant feature of the human equation, whereas many of 
those derided as antienvironmentalists assert our connection with nature 
in order to bring people back as a dominant feature of the environmental 
equation!11 Both of these efforts invoke a rhetoric of connection to assert 
not connection but reduction, championing biophysical or human reality 
in environmental controversies, and thus adopting one of the two poles 
implied in the evolution of the concept of environment.

The Dual Authorities: Science and Religion

The problem with our concept of environment is not restricted to environ-
mental issues; indeed, it did not arise there. To get a broader sense of how 
environment came to be understood as (threatened) biophysical stuff, we 
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need to reconsider our ways of understanding science and religion as well. 
Why science and religion? One important reason is that they play a major 
role as domains of epistemic, moral, cultural, indeed even political author-
ity. How do we decide what is true? What (or who) is right? The contri-
bution of science and religion to these questions is immense. How many 
times have you read some pronouncement on the global environment, or 
for that matter war, or stem cell research, or consumerism, or sexual behav-
ior that cited a major scientist or religious organization? Though not all 
pronouncements of true and right are grounded immediately in science 
and religion, their authoritative role in many sectors of society is inargu-
able, and the environment is certainly no exception.

There has been considerable recent interest in the relationship between 
science and religion. Though many of us wish to maintain a respect and 
openness to both science and religion, we often suspect that they are sup-
porting rather different pronouncements on current issues, and none of us 
enjoys cognitive dissonance, so the inevitable question arises: Can science 
and religion somehow be harmonized? Are they inevitably in conflict? How 
could we possibly live our lives in accordance with some version of both?

Recently, I had the pleasure of organizing a research and lecture series 
on the topic, culminating in the volume Science, Religion, and the Human 
Experience.12 What I learned in examining popular and scholarly beliefs 
about science and religion is that they are generally assumed to fall into 
either one or two domains. If science and religion fall in one domain, they 
can be understood as either in conflict or in harmony; if two domains, they 
are understood as essentially independent, thus without conflict (nor much 
harmony). It is common to hear of conflict accounts: Think, for instance, 
of struggles in the United States over incorporating evolutionary theory 
in school science curricula. Here, science and religion are understood as 
vying for the same turf (the truth about the origin of human life); hence, 
conflict. 

One common way to avoid these conflicts between science and reli-
gion is to separate them; hence the popularity of independence accounts, 
pronouncements that science and religion are two entirely different things 
mapping onto two entirely separate domains. A typical approach is that 
championed by the late scientist Stephen Jay Gould in his book Rocks of 
Ages.13 Gould’s NOMA (nonoverlapping magisteria) account relegates sci-
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ence to the realm of facts and religion to that of values: Both are essential 
in understanding the human condition, but science does a bad job when it 
gets mixed with values, and religion has little business making pronounce-
ments of fact.14

Yet many people desire more than this separatist account of science 
and religion. Surely facts and values, that is science and religion, are not as 
distinct as the independence account would have it. Following this incli-
nation, we find many current attempts to harmonize science and religion, 
to bring them into one domain. What is especially significant here is that 
this shared domain is often the environment. Consider this opening para-
graph to a statement signed in 1992 by nearly ninety major American sci-
entists and religious leaders:15

We are people of faith and of science who, for centuries, often have trav-
eled different roads. In a time of environmental crisis, we find these roads 
converging. . . . Our two ancient, sometimes antagonistic, traditions now 
reach out to one another in a common endeavor to preserve the home we 
share.

The statement continues:

We believe that science and religion, working together, have an essen-
tial contribution to make toward any significant mitigation and resolu-
tion of the world environmental crisis. What good are the most fervent 
moral imperatives if we do not understand the dangers and how to avoid 
them? What good is all the data in the world without a steadfast moral 
compass?

We hear in this statement shades of Gould’s magisteria: Science provides 
understanding and data, religion provides a moral compass. But, though 
they have their distinct identities, they have now come together in a com-
mon agenda of environmental protection. 

This statement is not unique: It echoes a broad sentiment to harmo-
nize science and religion in building coalitions to save the environment. A 
more recent version, titled “Earth’s Climate Embraces Us All,”16 was signed 
by a large number of prominent religious leaders and scientists to support 
the Climate Stewardship Act then under consideration by the U.S. Sen-
ate. This statement similarly acknowledges the differences between science 
and religion, for instance, in stating that “We do not have to agree on how 
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and why the world was created in order to work together to preserve it for 
posterity.” Yet it posits the global environment, specifically climate, to be a 
unifying domain of concern.

What sort of notion of environment is implied in these accounts of 
the relationship between science and religion? Do we detect a sense of 
environment as connection with that which surrounds? as our physical 
surroundings? as the biophysical realm itself, without necessary connec-
tion to us? Here the distinctions become more subtle. It would seem that 
the recent regathering of science and religion over environmental concern 
suggests the very sense of connection I stressed above. But science and 
religion themselves continue to be relegated to Gould’s magisteria, retain-
ing their dual-frequency heartbeat even in the harmony accounts. And I 
have not told the full story: For every publication bringing science and 
religion together over the environment, there is another expressing alarm 
that bringing religion in will compromise scientific rationality in environ-
mental decision making.17

No, we have not yet dug deeply enough to understand how environ-
ment became a thing, became stuff. Science and religion have been sub-
jected to the same forge that cast environment in its new shape, a forge in 
which the binary of nature and culture has served as a two-compartment 
hammering mold. Evidence comes from the mind of Gould himself, the 
multisyllabic NOMA echoing a simple dichotomy between fact and value 
that pervades even the harmony accounts of science and religion. What 
is a fact? What is a value? How are they different? The simplest way to 
understand their difference is to say that facts cling to nature, and values 
to culture: Facts are true by virtue of their correspondence to reality, that 
is, biophysical nature; values are meaningful by virtue of their connection 
to the valuer, that is, culture. 

To the extent that environment is understood as nature, and to the 
extent that nature is understood as revealed by science, environment inev-
itably carries an objectivist tinge, a sense of environment as stuff, and a 
separation is assumed between us and environment that must presumably 
be overcome. We may be connected to the environment, we are concerned 
about it, we and it are perhaps even one, but we and it started as two, and 
this assumed binary point of origin inevitably weakens any sense of connec-
tion implied in environment. Environment becomes a schizophrenic term 
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when hard, cold scientific rationality is paired up with soft, warm, spiri-
tual impulse, not because science and religion are necessarily so distinct, 
but because they, too, have been progressively defined over time in relation 
to this sacred binary of nature and culture. In many ways, environment as 
connection was doomed, because relation is a fragile thing in an age ruled 
by the dichotomous key of nature versus culture. Environment was faced 
with two choices: Become the whim, the desire, the imagination of people, 
or become a hard reality, as separate from people as quarks. Environment, 
under the guiding authority of science and religion, has in some contexts 
become both, and though this looks like connection, it retains the very seed 
of alienation it attempts to overcome.

Latour’s New Vision: Counting beyond Two

So, where did this binary of nature and culture come from, this bimon-
ocular vision of science, religion, and environment? Many environmental 
accounts lament modern society’s rejection of its dependence on nature, 
often implying some oneness of old, perhaps citing organismic metaphors 
such as Gaia18 as reinforcement. These accounts may be true but they 
are certainly also trite: Yes, the social organization of modernity is more 
complex than some earlier societies, and their connections with biophysi-
cal reality have become more distanciated in space and time.19 But these 
accounts have, in invoking modernist notions of nature, retained the very 
conceptual binary they wish to dispel. It is not a trivial point that virtu-
ally all premodern societies have no word for nature: Of course, they have 
plenty of words for birds, and soil, and climate, and medicinal herbs, but 
no overarching category of nature in which nonhuman items are lumped. 
Theirs was/is a natured culture, a cultured nature, a set of polluted cat-
egories, in modernist terms. We thus need to dig more deeply than these 
accounts to understand how environment has become stuff, how science 
and religion cannot in their current form help us save the environment.

I wish to summarize some of the work of Bruno Latour in digging 
more deeply. Latour has discovered a curious paradox about modernity: 
The more we mix nature and culture, the more we speak of purifying the 
two. As but one example, he cites in We Have Never Been Modern:20
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The smallest AIDS virus takes you from sex to the unconscious, then to 
Africa, tissue cultures, DNA and San Francisco, but the analysts, think-
ers, journalists and decision-makers will slice the delicate network traced 
by the virus for you into tidy compartments where you will find only sci-
ence, only economy, only social phenomena, only local news, only senti-
ment, only sex.

And all of these compartments ultimately parse into one of two boxes, as 
if two very powerful magnets draw any particle attempting the treacherous 
middle path to one or the other pole. These magnets are recharged bit by 
bit, each time we defend evolutionary science as objective (i.e., untainted by 
cultural bias), each time we approach American evangelical religious belief 
as a matter of personal faith (i.e., unconstrained by the laws of nature). 
Unwittingly, we join the disconnection police in conceptually disentangling 
an increasingly entangled nature-culture hybrid. And when it comes time 
to make sense of environmental problems, what options do we have but to 
turn environment either into natural reality, or cultural construct? If the 
former, environment awaits the testimony of science as to its objectively 
verifiable plight; if the latter, environment serves at best as an important 
source of personal inspiration, or at worst a white, middle-class special 
interest. Scientific realism and cultural constructivism are to Latour the 
only tongues an impoverished modernity can speak. 

Latour has been known as a cofounder of actor-network theory, or 
ANT. It is a term he has both repudiated and embraced.21 But it implies 
a sense of things as a result of connection. Actors could be anything: the 
AIDS virus, African farmers, the San Francisco mayor, simian demograph-
ics, sexual desire. Each is what it is only in relation to the others, thus the 
network. Latour’s work stresses process: Things could be different. It also 
stresses hybridity: The categories of nature and culture (and other bina-
ries, principally local and global) are discarded as useless. Time to count 
beyond two. 

Contrast a network with a system—a concept beloved of many envi-
ronmentalists.22 A system has stocks (something being stored) and flows 
(something being moved from one stock to another). The system only 
makes sense where there is a relative purity to the thing being stored and 
moved around. It could be water, or carbon dioxide, or genetic information. 
This also gives it a consistent language to use, such as the language of fluid 
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mechanics. The environment as a giant biophysical system is composed 
of many natural systems, such as hydrology, climate, and geomorphology, 
affected by cultural systems like politics, economics, and demography. Each 
has a relative purity, though all connect to the extent that one can be trans-
lated into the other. Ultimately, any one thing (a water droplet, a political 
uprising) is relegated to its particular system, then ultimately to nature or 
culture as a result of the system to which it belongs. Systems make sense 
as analytical constructs, but their implied purity actually takes us away 
from the sense of connection environmentalists may intend by invoking a 
“systems approach” or “whole-systems view.” Systems are, in short, highly 
refined networks, sort of a refined-sugar way of looking at the hybrid real-
ity environmentalists confront daily.

Science and religion are often understood as two major, contrasting 
ways of knowing, and this interests Latour because of what it reveals about 
modernity. Latour speaks of the modernist notion of knowledge versus 
belief in terms of the duality of “fact” and “fetish.”23 The modernist is to 
Latour a hammer-wielding iconoclast, a critic ready and able to smash 
idols to bits. The fact must be shown to be unfabricated; the fetish must 
be shown to be arising from some autonomous god or gods (an even more 
difficult challenge!). In both cases, illusion is understood as fabrication 
masking as reality. 

Given modernity’s article of faith prohibiting fabrication, science alone 
stands as our guide to reality, and religion becomes consigned to the cul-
tural curio shop of inspirational moments. Yet Latour is unmoved by the 
impulse that led to this tidy duality:

Once theory has made its analytical cut, once the noise of the breaking 
bones has been heard, it is no longer possible to account for how we know, 
how we construct, how to live the Good Life. We are left to try and patch 
back together subjects and objects, words and world, society and nature, 
mind and matter—those shards that were made to render any reconcilia-
tion impossible. (p. 267)

What, then, is Latour’s solution? To be sure, he recognizes the challenge he 
has created for himself, the challenge facing anyone who wishes to speak 
in a more connected way:

Why is it that we cannot readily recover for our ordinary speech what is 
so tantalizingly offered by practice? Why is it that associations of humans 
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and nonhumans always become, once clarified, rectified, and straightened 
out, something so utterly different: two opposing sides in a war between 
subjects and objects? (266–67)

His solution has been elaborated more recently in Politics of Nature.24 
Here, Latour makes what would otherwise be a provocative argument: 
Political ecology (what we would call environmentalism) must let go of 
nature, indeed “has nothing at all to do with ‘nature’—that blend of Greek 
politics, French Cartesianism and American parks” (4–5). Wait, isn’t this 
exactly the option we need to guard against? Perhaps Michael Soulé and 
Gary Lease were right when they wrote of theorists like Latour for whom 
“Certain contemporary forms of intellectual and social relativism can be just 
as destructive to nature as bulldozers and chain saws”?25 No, as suggested 
above, Latour is as weary of constructivism as he is of realism. Latour’s 
way out is not to declare nature a cultural construct, look down his nose 
at scientists backing environmental causes, and retire to his ivory tower. He 
is attempting something different here, and his best way to describe it is, 
as foreshadowed in We Have Never Been Modern, by recourse to political 
metaphors (Constitution, Parliament) and hybrid/processual metaphors 
(collectives, circuits). Latour knows that there is no way to resuscitate a 
language already binarized, so he will not avail himself of the ready solu-
tions proposed via the nature- (or culture-) based frameworks of meaning 
modernity offers. His preferred metaphors are messy, they emphasize a 
panoply of actors that are always more than two, they dwell on process as 
opposed to static substance, there are no trump cards of Nature or Culture 
(or Science or Religion) to offer some straight road ahead. All actors are 
provisionally included, all sources of expertise—the Scientist, the Econo-
mist, the Moralist, and others—given due consideration. 

The details of Latour’s solution in Politics of Nature are as elaborate 
as his Gallic style of argument, but what you perceive is an emphasis on 
connection, a new metaphysics, if you will, in which one could potentially 
recover the original, expanded-circle notion of environment, and revivify 
science and religion in the process. Once, in Latour’s terms, the “mononat-
uralism” rendered by an objectivist caricature of science is released, once 
the inevitable “multiculturalism”—privatizing and subjectivizing religion 
and other sources of inspiration to keep them out of the way of science 
and politics—is understood for its fracturing implications, then what is left 
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is the task of building a “common world”: “If mononaturalism combined 
with multiculturalism strikes you as an imposture, if you really no longer 
dare to be modern, if the old form of the future really has no future, then 
must we not put back on the table the venerable terminology of democ-
racy?” (227–28).

A New Vision: The Death and Rebirth of Environment

Latour’s perspective provides both an ontology of connection, and a cri-
tique of the epistemology of disconnection. Greater connection is not, 
then, needed between people and the environment; this expression comes 
from binary seed, and will get us no further than we have already come, 
conceptually, politically, or otherwise. Environment is a way of recognizing 
the larger circle: It is not the natural stuff to which we must remember 
our connection, it is the connection itself, which includes, yet moves far 
beyond, this natural stuff. There are many connections we have forgotten, 
many interweavings we neglect; there is nothing special at all to environ-
ment in the narrow sense, but everything special to environment in the 
larger sense. There is, similarly, nothing special to science and religion, but 
everything special to the sense of engagement, understanding, and mean-
ingful action offered through multiple scientific and religious pathways. If 
we can let go of binaries, we may get somewhere.

Recently, there has been something of a stir in contemporary Ameri-
can environmentalism, motivated in no small part by the shifting political 
winds ushered in by the Bush administration. One controversial argument 
that emerged is known as the “death of environmentalism”: Its authors, 
Michael Shellenberger and Ted Nordhaus, are featured in the epigraph of 
this chapter.26 The charges put out by Shellenberger and Nordhaus were 
serious: “Today environmentalism is just another special interest. . . . Most 
of the movement’s leading thinkers, funders and advocates do not question 
their most basic assumptions about who we are, what we stand for, and 
what it is that we should be doing.”27 The rejoinders were equally strident. 
For instance, Carl Pope of the Sierra Club argued:

Shellenberger and Nordhaus complain that “Most environmentalists don’t 
think of ‘the environment’ as a mental category at all—they think of it as 
a real ‘thing’ to be protected and defended. They think of themselves, lit-
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erally, as representatives and defenders of this thing.” So? Without being 
too precious, the environment is a real thing. There is a global carbon cycle, 
human interventions are a small if meaningful part of the evolutionary 
process, homo sapiens depend upon a complex web of both geochemical 
and biological processes.28

We hear clear overtones in these quotes of the very issue at hand in this 
essay. To Pope’s defense, environment-as-thing has led environmentalism 
to some stunning discoveries and important, albeit generally limited, vic-
tories over the last thirty years. Though Shellenberger and Nordhaus use 
climate change as their prime example of the ineffectiveness of environmen-
talism, climate change is in some ways a perfect example of the kinds of 
issues that environment-as-thing is best at clarifying. Think of the amount 
of computer modeling, the careful studies of air-water interactions in cli-
mate cycles, the endless considerations of vegetative feedback loops, all 
the efforts of science that have all proven indispensable in gaining even an 
imperfect idea of where the global climate system seems to be heading—
all very impressive in its explication of biophysical processes and human 
impacts. But, as Shellenberger and Nordhaus argue, global warming con-
tinues relatively unabated. And the hardest and possibly most important 
environmental problems demand a language and process that speak of 
both fact and value, much along the lines of Latour’s preferred “factish” 
approach to blending fact and fetish—practices generally relegated to the 
binary of science and religion—in recognizing that culture and nature are 
interwoven to the point that these übercategories are useless, indeed harm-
ful in the long run. 

I am not sure whether Shellenberger and Nordhaus’ argument over the 
death of environmentalism is primarily about means or ends: Certainly a 
great deal of critique has focused on their discussion of the effectiveness of 
various means, again reinforcing my concern that environmentalists have 
difficulty moving beyond strategy to think more deeply about just what 
sort of environment they struggle so hard to save. But the discussion is a 
good one. Will environmentalists craft a new vision of environment? Will 
they continue as a special interest, or will they realize that there is no trump 
card they or anyone else holds, and instead forge a vision of the larger circle, 
perhaps one founded in terms of democracy, as Latour prefers, or maybe a 
vision of environment molded in another fresh language? Or will Shellen-
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berger and Nordhaus’ notion of postenvironmentalism take root, leaving 
environmentalists behind? It is up to those who care most about the envi-
ronment to work for a rebirth of the vision of connectedness that aroused 
such a passion and dedication in the first place. Environment is about 
more than nature; it is more than some recent meeting ground between 
an agreed-upon division of intellectual labor between science and religion. 
New wine cannot be poured into old wineskins. It is time for a new—or 
at least renewed—vision of environment.
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19.  Anthony Giddens, The Consequences of Modernity (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University 
Press, 1990).
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21.  See Bruno Latour, “On Recalling ANT,” in John Law and John Hassard, eds., Actor Net-
work Theory and After (Oxford: Blackwell, 1999); Reassembling the Social: An Introduction 
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